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Big kids . . . big words! As students move into the upper grades, the words they encounter increase 
in size and number. These big words are harder to decode and more difficult to associate meanings 
with. The type of word work needed in the upper grades must focus on not only how to say big 
words, but how to analyze the parts of words in order to figure out their meanings. Too many 
students enter fourth grade thinking that reading is saying all of the words correctly. Then, students 
wonder why they have trouble understanding what they read. 

In the following excerpt from a social studies text, there are five words with suffixes or prefixes. 
Knowing how to break down the meaning of these polysyllabic words is an essential strategy for a 
fourth-grade student. 

In a committee meeting, Sherman presented a new plan, which became known as the 
Great Compromise. It was based on the idea of a two-house Congress. In one house, 
representation would be based on population of each state, as in the Virginia Plan. 
(Harcourt Horizons: United States History: Beginnings, 2005)

In this sentence from an upper-grade science text, what happens if a student can’t pronounce or 
doesn’t know the meanings of the two bold words?

 All multicellular organisms need oxygen for their cells to get the energy they need.  
(Scott Foresman Science, 2006)

The typical upper-grade student is still mastering the skills and strategies associated with being a 
proficient reader. Most upper-grade readers do not consistently demonstrate a mastery of higher-
level thinking skills (Donahue, Deane, and Grigg, 2003). They are still developing fluency (Ivey and 
Broaddus, 2000), learning about word patterns—particularly within big words—and developing their 
vocabularies (Cunningham, 2000). 

Helping students learn to read and understand polysyllabic (big) words is a critical component of 
the upper-grade language arts curriculum. Knowing which words to teach and finding time to teach 
them can be quite a challenge. This book is filled with suggestions for what to teach, how to teach, 
and when to teach the Working with Words Block in a fourth-grade classroom.

While this book focuses only on Working with Words, literacy instruction in an upper-grade 
classroom incorporates words instruction with solid reading and writing instruction. Like the Four-
Blocks® Literacy Framework for primary grades, Big Blocks incorporates a balance of instructional 
strategies to promote the literacy development of all students. In a Big-Blocks™ classroom, time is 
devoted to teaching students how to comprehend text in the Guided Reading Block, how to write 
fluently and in a variety of genres in the Writing Block, how to read for pleasure in the Self-Selected 
Reading Block, and how to read, spell, and understand words and develop vocabulary in the Working 
with Words Block.

Introduction
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The Working with Words Block is multilevel because it provides instruction through the use of simple 
and complex words, a focus on patterns and morphemes, and a focus on transferring these words 
and patterns to reading and writing. Multilevel instruction focuses on the multiple learning levels 
and needs of all students in the class in a single lesson. A multilevel activity is so rich that students 
at different levels have something to learn through the same activity (Cunningham, 2004). Unlike 
single-level activities, multilevel activities are neither frustrating for the struggling reader and writer 
nor boring for those that are more advanced. When teachers provide daily, multilevel learning 
opportunities, more students achieve the mastery desired over time (Cunningham, Hall, and Defee, 
1998). Month-by-Month Phonics and Vocabulary: Grade 4 provides directions and complete lessons for 
many multilevel activities that promote the learning of morphemes, vocabulary, and spelling strategies 
for fourth-grade readers.

Effects of Morphemic Word Study
There are many reasons to devote time to word study in the upper grades: 

By fifth grade, morphological awareness is a stronger predictor of reading fluency than 
phonological awareness (Carlisle and Stone, 2005).

Morphemic structure plays a part in reading Latin- and Greek-based words (Carlisle and  
Stone, 2005).

Familiar base words and suffixes facilitate elementary students’ reading when the morphemic 
structure is phonologically transparent (pronunciation of the base word remains intact) (Carlisle 
and Stone, 2005).

Treiman and Cassar (1996), Bryant, Nunes, and Bindman (2000), and Rubin, Patterson, and Kantor 
(1991) strongly recommend that elementary school teachers provide explicit instruction in 
word reading and spelling that links phonological (sound), orthographic (spelling), syntactic 
(grammar), and morphemic elements (Carlisle and Stone, 2005).

Morphemic structure can be used as a method of vocabulary building. Students can use morphemic 
structure to figure out the meanings of unfamiliar words (Carlisle and Stone, 2005).

Students can be taught the meanings of select morphemic elements, and this morphemic 
knowledge enables them to infer the meanings of untaught words immediately following 
instruction (Baumann, Edwards, Font, Tereshinski, Kame’enui, and Olejnik, 2002). 

Morphological relationships are important to the internal lexicon (the way the brain stores and 
retrieves information) (Nagy, Anderson, Schommer, Scott, and Stallman, 1989).

Morphological decomposition (taking polysyllablic words apart) is a strategy that skilled readers 
can be taught (Nagy, Anderson, Schommer, Scott, and Stallman, 1989).

Knowledge of morphology plays a role in word recognition during normal reading (Nagy, 
Anderson, Schommer, Scott, and Stallman, 1989).

•

•
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The Teacher’s Guide to Big Blocks™ (Aren, Loman, Cunningham, and Hall, 2005) outlines instruction for 
the Big-Blocks™ Literacy Framework. Since its publication, more teachers use the multilevel Working 
with Words lessons and more fourth-grade students are successful in the study of words. The lessons 
and activities in Month-by-Month Phonics and Vocabulary: Grade 4 are a result of feedback from teachers 
and observations in their classrooms. Some of the instructions and activities in this book differ from 
what is included in The Teacher’s Guide to Big Blocks™. These changes reflect the authors’ commitment to 
continuously revise activities and strategies to offer the most relevant and successful literacy instruction.

Working with Words Goals in Fourth Grade
Goal One: Teach students key words containing the major prefixes, suffixes, and spelling changes, 
and how to use these to decode, spell, and build meaning for many polysyllabic words. Nifty Thrifty 
Fifty lessons, Word Sorts, Mini-WORDO, Scavenger Hunt, Making Words, and Word Detectives help 
teachers and students meet this goal. Most Big-Blocks Working with Words lessons address this goal.

Goal Two: Teach students the correct spellings for high-frequency, often irregularly spelled words 
such as they, friend, could, there, their, they’re, right, write, etc. Word Wall words and activities 
help teachers and students meet this goal.

Goal Three: Teach students that spelling rhyming words is not as easy as decoding them because 
some rhymes such as right/bite, claim/name, and toad/code have different spelling patterns. 
Writers need to develop a visual checking system and learn to use a dictionary when they are unsure 
about which pattern is correct. What Looks Right? lessons help teachers and students meet this goal.

Goal Four: Teach students to use cross-checking while reading and a visual checking system while 
writing to apply what they are learning in the Working with Words Block as they engage in meaningful 
reading and writing. Guess the Covered Word lessons help teachers and students meet this goal.

Time is a perennial problem in the fourth grade. Most fourth-grade teachers try to include three  
20-minute Working with Words lessons each week. A monthly schedule might look like this:

Week 1 Nifty Thrifty Fifty  
word introduction  
(Goal One)

Guess the Covered Word 
(Goal Four)

Word Detectives 
 (Goal One)

Week 2 Nifty Thrifty Fifty review 
activity: Mini-WORDO  
(Goal One)

Making Words 
(Goal One)

Nifty Thrifty Fifty Cards 
(Goal One)

Week 3 Commonly misspelled 
words added to Word Wall 
(Goal Two)

Word Sort 
(Goal One)

What Looks Right? 
(Goal Three)

Week 4 Word Wall review: Riddles  
(Goal Two)

Scavenger Hunt  
(Goal One)

Nifty Thrifty Fifty Cards  
(Goal One)
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Note: On page 156, we have included a reproducible planning page that you can use 
for the Working with Words Block. On page 157, you will find a sample planning page 
for a month of Working with Words lessons.

Goal One: Polysyllabic Words
Morphemes are important in breaking the code of big words. Fourth-grade texts contain words 
that students have trouble decoding because the words are longer and have prefixes and suffixes. 
These texts also contain words that students have difficulty defining, particularly in content-based 
materials. Students need instruction in strategies that focus on building word meanings and 
vocabulary, and using word parts, context, and morphological patterns to decode and spell big 
words. With the focus on big words, students will spend a majority of the Working with Words Block 
on morpheme study. 

Decoding and spelling polysyllabic words is based on patterns, but these patterns are more 
sophisticated than the spelling patterns studied in the primary grades. They require that students 
understand how words change in their spelling, pronunciation, and meaning as suffixes and prefixes 
are added. For example, the g in sign seems quite illogical until you realize that sign is related to 
signal, signature, and other words containing the sign root. The pronunciation change from music 
to musician helps students understand beauty/beautician and magic/magician. Most of the 
lessons in this book will focus on this critical goal.

Nifty Thrifty Fifty
Words with three or more syllables follow patterns that are more sophisticated than words whose 
patterns consist of onsets and rimes. The patterns in these big words are morphemic units 
commonly referred to as roots, prefixes, and suffixes. These word features require that students 
understand how words change in their spelling, pronunciation, and meaning as suffixes and prefixes 
are added. English is the most morphologically complex of all languages. Linguists estimate that 
for every word a person knows, she can figure out how to decode, spell, and build meaning for six 
or seven other words by recognizing and using morphemic patterns in words (Nagy and Anderson, 
1984). The Nifty Thrifty Fifty consists of fifty words that provide examples of the most common 
prefixes and suffixes, as well as common spelling changes. More than two-thirds of fourth graders 
have meanings for most of these words, but many upper-grade students cannot spell them (Dale 
and O’Rourke, 1981). Activities with the Nifty Thrifty Fifty will help students learn to use these words 
and the patterns in them to decode, spell, and build meanings for hundreds of other words.
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Word Prefix Meaning Suffix Meaning Month 
Introduced

antifreeze anti- against March
beautiful -ful full of November
classify -ify November
communities* com- with or 

together
-es (y to i) plural November

community* com- with or 
together

November

composer* com- with or 
together

-er someone or 
something that does

August/
September

continuous* con- with or 
together

-ous December

conversation* con- with or 
together

-tion December

deodorize de- reverse or  
take away

-ize to make February

different -ent February
discovery dis- opposite, 

against, or 
apart

-y August/
September

dishonest dis- opposite, 
against, or 
apart

January

electricity -ity November
employee* em- to cause or  

put into
-ee person who February

encouragement* en- to cause or  
put into

-ment August/ 
September

expensive* ex- out or away 
from

-ive October

forecast fore- before or in 
front of

March

forgotten -en (double t) December
governor -or someone who does October
happiness -ness November
hopeless -less without August/

September
illegal* il- opposite January
impossible* im- opposite August/

September
* indicates an unpeelable prefix

Nifty Thrifty Fifty
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Word Prefix Meaning Suffix Meaning Month 
Introduced

impression* im- in, into, toward, 
or within

-ion October

independence* in- opposite -ence October
international inter- between, or 

across
-al February

invasion* in- in -sion February
irresponsible* ir- opposite -ible able to, inclined to January
midnight mid- middle, 

halfway
March

misunderstand mis- opposite or 
wrong

January

musician -ian August/
September

nonliving non- not -ing (drop e) December
overpower over- more than, too 

much
March

performance* per- through -ance January
prehistoric pre- before -ic February
prettier -er (y to i) more November
rearrange re- back or again January
replacement re- back or again -ment January
richest -est the most August/

September
semifinal semi- half or partly March
signature -ture Febuary
submarine sub- under or below October
supermarkets super- higher or 

bigger
-s plural March

swimming -ing December
transportation trans- across or 

through
-tion October

underweight under- below or less 
than

March

unfinished un- opposite -ed past tense October
unfriendly un- opposite -ly August/

September
unpleasant un- opposite -ant (drop e) December
valuable -able able to, inclined to December

* indicates an unpeelable prefix
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The “Unpeelable” Prefixes
Many common prefixes leave independent words when they are removed. These prefixes (including 
un-, re-, and under-) are easily learned and understood by most fourth-grade students. Other 
common prefixes do not leave recognizable words when they are “peeled off.” These prefixes  
(com-/con-, em-, ex-, and per-, etc.) add meanings to words, but you have to have a rather advanced 
understanding of Greek and Latin roots to see the meaning relationships. It is probably best to help 
students see how these are predictable spelling and pronunciation chunks rather than try to show 
students how to analyze these unpeelable prefixes for meaning clues. 

Here are some examples of unpeelable prefixes:

Unpeelable Prefix Meaning Nifty Words Other Examples
com-/con- with or together community/ies competition, complain
com-/con- with or together composer computer, committee
com-/con- with or together continuous construction, 

conclusion
com-/con- with or together conversation constitution, concrete
em- to cause, to put into employee embassy, embryo
ex- out or away from expensive excitement, explain
per- through performance permanent, personality

Introducing Nifty Thrifty Fifty Words
As a rule, fourth-grade teachers find that they are most successful when they gradually introduce the 
Nifty Thrifty Fifty words over the course of the school year. Teachers generally introduce seven to 
eight Nifty Thrifty Fifty words each month. The words are introduced in the first week of the month 
to give plenty of time for practice and review. Students will do extensive work with these words until 
their spelling and decoding becomes automatic. Students also see and practice many other words 
that can be decoded and spelled using the patterns from the Nifty Thrifty Fifty words. Suggestions 
for Nifty Thrifty Fifty words and other words that can be made from the prefixes, roots, and suffixes 
can be found in each monthly section of this book. 

Because there are so many words that can be made and spelled using the various roots, prefixes, and 
suffixes in the 50 words, we encourage both fourth- and fifth-grade teachers to teach the Nifty Thrifty 
Fifty lessons. Fifth-grade teachers will see students extend the use of the morphemic word parts as they 
become more familiar and confident with these complex patterns.

Reviewing Nifty Thrifty Fifty Words
Throughout each month of the school year, have students chant and write the Nifty Thrifty Fifty 
words as practice. As students are cheering and writing the spelling of each word, ask them to 
identify the root, prefix, and suffix. Ask them to talk about how the prefix and suffix affect the 
meaning of the root word. When you have a few extra minutes during the week, have students 
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review the Nifty Thrifty Fifty words with an enjoyable riddle or game. The activities that will help 
your students review the Nifty Thrifty Fifty words are Riddles (page 23), Mini-WORDO (page 37), and 
Be a Mind Reader (page 52).

Beyond Nifty Thrifty Fifty
Nifty Thrifty Fifty Cards
Once students can automatically, quickly, and correctly spell the new Nifty Thrifty Fifty words and 
explain how they are composed, help them see how these words can assist them in decoding and 
spelling other words. Have students spell words that are found in the new words. Next, tell students 
that they can combine parts of the new words to spell other words. In addition to making familiar 
words, students will make neologisms. 

A neologism is a made-up word that consists of common prefixes, roots, and suffixes, but doesn’t 
currently exist as a real word. For example, an aerobics instructor told her class that each of them was 
working on the gluteus maximus to turn it into a gluteus minimus! Neologisms allow students to use 
what they are learning about morphemes to create fun and interesting new words.

To help students spell new words, this book includes monthly index card activities that were 
introduced in The Teacher’s Guide to Big Blocks™ (Arens, Loman, Cunningham, and Hall, 2005). See  
page 24 for more information on Nifty Thrifty Fifty Cards.

Word Sorts
To extend the Nifty Thrifty Fifty, students will do Word Sorts to learn a selection of words with a variety 
of morphemic connections. Each Word Sort will focus on one of the prefixes, suffixes, or spelling 
changes learned in a previously introduced Nifty Thrifty Fifty word. Word sorts help students connect 
the morphemes learned in the Nifty Thrifty Fifty to words that occur in their independent reading and 
in their content-area studies. See page 39 for more information and directions for Word Sorts.

Root Word Lessons
Word lessons that focus on root words allow students to see how knowing the root of one word can 
help them find the meaning of a new word. The lessons included in this book are based on root words 
that have many recognizable words associated with them. Students enjoy seeing how many words 
they can read and write from just one root. See page 55 for more information on Root Word lessons.

Scavenger Hunt
Scavenger Hunt is an activity that follows the introduction and practice of important prefixes, 
suffixes, and spelling changes in the Nifty Thrifty Fifty words. Students need to see the use and 
value of the 50 words and their word parts beyond simply memorizing them. Sometime during the 
month, have students do a Scavenger Hunt while reading texts to find all of the words that have an 
identified prefix, suffix, or spelling change represented by the Nifty Thrifty Fifty words introduced 
that month. Students will chart their findings during the week. At the end of the week, you will 
guide students in analyzing each word. See page 42 for more information on Scavenger Hunt.




